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1 Introduction

The developments in decision theory summarized in the pair of excellent surveys extend

the boundaries of orthodox rational choice theory, incorporating types of behavior for-

merly considered less-than-fully rational and therefore outside the scope of the theory.

More and more psychological phenomena are nowadays modelled as being consistent

with utility maximization over some domain of objects of choice, and this means that

they are treated as �rational� at some level. The method - which Lipman and Pe-

sendorfer dub as �Krepsian�, after David Kreps�s pioneering works in the late 1970s

- is to start with an intuition (possibly backed by systematic observations) suggesting

how choice behavior in general can be related to a certain �unconventional�psycho-

logical �force�, and to look for a speci�c domain of choice objects such that the force

could be e¤ectively elicited from revealed (complete and transitive) preferences over

this domain.

For example, if the decision theorist is interested in behavioral manifestations of

anxiety, then studying preferences over the domain of temporal lotteries can be illu-

minating because the decision maker�s preference for early resolution of uncertainty

may reveal the anxiety that this uncertainty generates in him (Kreps and Porteus

(1978)). Similarly, the domain of choice sets (�menus�) is appropriate for identify-

ing the force of �desire for �exibility�(Kreps (1979)). Finally, observe that the focus

on Anscombe-Aumann acts (as opposed to Savage acts) in the ambiguity literature

is entirely consistent with this methodology. Anscombe-Aumann acts are appropriate
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choice objects, not because of the technical simpli�cations they allow, but because the

distinction they make between �roulette�and �horse�lotteries enables us to elicit the

decision maker�s attitudes to risk in distinction to his attitudes to uncertainty.

Thus, ��nding the right domain�is crucial for the decision-theoretic exercise in this

tradition. Even when we have a strong intuition that observed choices in a particular

domain are heavily in�uenced by a particular psychological force, the domain may be

ill-suited for the �Krepsian� exercise, for two, diametrically opposed reasons. First,

observed choices in the natural domain may be inconsistent with maximization of a

utility function over that domain. Second, they may be consistent with an entirely

standard utility function, thus failing to elicit the distinct psychological force we are

interested.

For instance, the model of self-control preferences due to Gul and Pesendorfer (2001)

has the property that observed choices from menus rationally trade-o¤ the �commit-

ment�utility function u and the �temptation�utility function v, such that the decision

maker chooses from menus as if he consistently maximizes the utility function u + v.

Therefore, while his behavior in this domain re�ects temptations, it does so in a way

that cannot be distinguished from standard rational choice. In contrast, choices from

menus in the extended model of temptation-driven preferences due to Dekel, Lipman

and Rustichini (2009) typically violate the weak axiom of revealed preferences. Thus, in

both cases the basic domain of choice alternatives is ill-suited for the decision-theoretic

exercise of mapping observed choices into a utility maximization model. It is only when

we consider choices in a di¤erent domain - speci�cally, choices between menus - that

we can elicit temptation as a behaviorally distinct phenomenon without abandoning

utility maximization as a modeling device.

My objective in the present comments is to draw attention to some limitations

of this methodology of searching for a domain of choice objects such that revealed

preferences over this domain would satisfy completeness and transitivity, and elicit a

psychological phenomenon of interest. I will show that these desiderata sometimes

clash, and that the way decision theorists tend to respond to this clash can cause

important aspects of the phenomenon to go out of focus.

Before I begin, I wish to make two remarks about the scope of these comments.

First, I refrain from discussing the speci�c classes of models that receive the closest

attention in the two surveys. Rather, I address other models that follow the same

methodology. Second, I adopt a descriptive interpretation of decision models, as op-

posed to a normative one. The expansion of decision theory away from a narrow

de�nition of rationality has made it harder for decision theorists to claim both types of
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interpretation at the same time, and as a result theorists have often faced the need to

choose one over the other. The two surveys re�ect this dilemma: Gilboa and Marinacci

adopt an explicitly normative interpretation of decision models, whereas Lipman and

Pesendorfer implicitly take the descriptive approach. The present discussion shares

Lipman and Pesendorfer�s �behavioral�orientation.

2 Preferences over Menus

The model of self-control preferences over menus due to Gul and Pesendorfer (2001)

was a highly successful application of the �Krepsian�methodology. Success breeds

emulation. And so in the last decade, decision theorists have been attracted to the

basic framework of preferences over menus, and employed it to illuminate a variety

of psychological phenomena (belief distortions, contemplation costs, ex-post regret,

internalization of a social pressure to act altruistically).

This proliferation of applications highlighted an important feature of this approach.

When a decision theorist analyzes preferences over menus instead of (or in conjunction

with) choices from menus, he shifts his analytic focus, at least in part, from the choice

behavior itself to its ex-ante anticipation. For example, Sarver (2008) does not ask

directly how choice from a menu re�ects regret, but how the anticipation of ex-post

regret governs choices between menus. Similarly, Dillenberger and Sadowski (2010)

do not ask directly how altruistic and sel�sh motives determine an agent�s allocation

decision, but how his anticipation of a future pressure to act altruistically shapes his

preferences over sets of feasible allocations.

I argue that this shift of focus often creates a number of interpretational di¢ culties.

In what follows, I illustrate these di¢ culties with a mix of phenomena that have been

studied in the literature and some that have not (yet), in which case my discussion

is inevitably speculative. I also ignore the possibility that switching to some other

�Krepsian�domain would solve the problems that I highlight. These aspects of the

presentation serve expositional purposes; I hope that they will not cause the reader

to dismiss the examples as anecdotal, as I believe that they are characteristic of the

methodology.

2.1 In�nite-Regress Problems

According to a common interpretation of preference-over-menus models, preferences

over observed choices between menus re�ect the decision maker�s anticipation of a cer-
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tain behavioral �force�that a¤ects choices from menus, but the preferences over menus

themselves are not a¤ected by this force. When this interpretation is not convincing -

i.e., when choices between menus are plagued by the same e¤ects as choices between

ultimate choice objects - the impulse is to shift our gaze up another level, to choices

between menus of menus, and so forth. But this leads to an obvious in�nite regress

problem, because the di¢ culty is not likely to disappear in this process of domain

enrichment.

The most well-known example of such an in�nite-regress problem is computational

complexity. For instance, revealed preferences over choice objects can be incomplete

because computational complexity constrains the decision maker�s ability to compare

and rank all pairs of choice alternatives. Menus of choice alternatives can serve as

a natural alternative domain. For example, a decision maker who anticipates the

complexity of ranking alternatives issue may prefer smaller menus. The in�nite-regress

critique of this approach is that the problem of ranking menus is even more complex

than the task of ranking the ultimate choice objects. Therefore, assuming complete

and transitive preferences over menus requires special pleading (for instance, that one

hyper-rational agent determines the choice set that another, boundedly rational agent

will subsequently face).

Is there a similar in�nite-regress problem in the two-period model of self-control

preferences (Gul and Pesendorfer (2001))? The common interpretation of this model

is that self-control costs are incurred only at the second-period stage of choosing from

menus, but are not present during the �rst stage of choosing between menus. Unlike

the case of computational complexity, here it makes perfect sense to assume that peo-

ple are tempted by choice alternatives only when they are close and tangible (Noor

(2009) makes a similar argument). When I am o¤ered a new credit card, I feel much

less tempted by the prospect of future consumption than when I stroll in a shopping

mall armed with this credit card and observe a fancy, una¤ordable gadget. This dual

attitude to temptations lies at the heart of the phenomenon.

Ex-post regret

Sarver (2008) studies preferences over menus that re�ect the anticipation of ex-post

regret. The key axiom he imposes implies that when the decision commits to a singleton

menu in the �rst stage, he does not anticipate any ex-post regret arising from this

decision. For example, consider the following pair of scenarios. In the �rst scenario,

I go for dinner at a restaurant that serves both �sh and steak, and I choose �sh over

steak. In the second scenario, I make a reservation for a future dinner at a restaurant

that serves only �sh, choosing it over another restaurant that serves only meat. Sarver�s
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model assumes that my decision to eat �sh generates a sense of ex-post regret in the

�rst scenario, but not in the second.

I �nd this duality harder to defend than in the case of self-control. One tends

to regret things for which one feels responsible. If the decision maker can trace a

consequence to his own past decision, it should not matter much how far back that

decision goes. It should not matter for the sense of ex-post regret whether the decision

maker committed to a singleton menu fag in period 1, or chose a larger set A in period
1 and proceeded to select a 2 A in period 2. As I eat my �sh, why should my sense of
ex-post regret (�I could have eaten steak�) di¤er in the above pair of scenarios?1

Sarver acknowledges this problem (see Section 4.3 in his paper), but argues that we

can separate regret arising from decisions made at di¤erent stages, and that he only

axiomatizes the preferences that re�ect regret associated with choices from menus.

This is an interesting argument, but I am not convinced that feelings of regret are

separable in this way. Sarver basically focuses on regret feelings that are triggered by

actually observing the counterfactual outcomes (�I could have eaten this juicy steak

that I now see, but instead I chose �sh�). In other words, he models regret as if it were

a temptation-driven emotion. This de�nitely captures an aspect of regret, and it is

understandable given that Sarver�s starting point must have been the Gul-Pesendorfer

framework. However, by doing so, he misses the element of responsibility that I �nd

essential to the experience of regret.

This argument suggests that the preferences-over-menus approach to ex-post re-

gret su¤ers from an in�nite-regress problem. Our ability to use observed preferences

over menus to elicit ex-post regret relied on the �identifying assumption� that these

preferences do not generate ex-post regret themselves (or that the regret they generate

is �separable�). However, if we reject this assumption, this means that any e¤ect of

ex-post regret that can be elicited from observed choices between menus should also

be possible to elicit by observing choices from menus. Thus, if choices from menus are

unable to reveal ex-post regret, then so are choices between menus (or between menus

of menus, and so forth).

Suppose we accept the idea that decision makers regret an outcome if they feel

responsible for it, as well as the idea that responsibility arises from any action in the

course of a dynamic decision process that rules out some choice alternatives - how can

we elicit this psychological force from observed behavior? The answer, in my opinion,

1In reality, decision makers�sense that an action they took in the ancient past is responsible for
the �nal outcome is often weakened by intervening �moves of nature� that lie beyond their control.
It may be interested to introduce such moves of nature into Sarver�s model.
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has to do with preference incompleteness. If we see that the decision maker refuses to

choose between alternatives a and b, but he is happy to let another agent choose for

him, this suggests that the decision maker is partly motivated by regret avoidance.

Incompleteness of revealed preferences is essential for this argument. We cannot

reformulate this behavior in terms of complete preferences over some other domain

(such as menus), because whenever the decision maker is asked to provide a clear

ranking between an action that eventually induces a and an action that eventually

induces b, he will refuse to state this ranking. Thus, the attempt to model regret-

driven behavior with a utility maximization model over any domain will necessarily

fail to capture the crucial element of responsibility that lies behind feelings of ex-post

regret.

Indecisiveness

The preference incompleteness generated by ex-post regret is an example of the more

general phenomenon of indecision. What are the behavioral manifestations of this phe-

nomenon? When decision makers face decisions that involve intense value judgments or

deep underlying uncertainty, they often defer choices, cling to default options, change

their minds constantly (��ip-�opping�), seek additional information before making a

decision (even when the information is irrelevant in the sense that it never changes the

ultimate decision), and look for new options even if the search cost seems prohibitively

large. Moreover, indecisiveness seems to be an aspect the decision maker�s personality:

some people tend to be more indecisive than others.

If one wants to study these choice e¤ects, the natural domain of choice objects seems

to consist of terminal histories in extensive-form decision problems. However, observed

choices in this domain are typically inconsistent with utility maximization over this

domain. Therefore, one might think it possible to capture the e¤ects in question by

looking at ex-ante preferences over dynamic choice problems. The idea is that the

way the decision maker ranks choice problems with and without deadlines, defaults

or reversible actions may reveal the forces of indecision that cause him to display the

e¤ects listed above.

(In some sense, Kreps�original model of preferences for �exibility is such a model.

However, the language of preferences over menus is insu¢ ciently rich for describing

deadline e¤ects, for instance. Thus, one would have to extend the model from pref-

erences over menus to preferences over extensive-form decision problems. Also, since

Kreps rationalizes the taste for �exibility by expected-utility maximization with a sub-

jective state space, he rules out the seeking-irrelevant-information e¤ect: if the decision

maker found the same action optimal in all subjective states, he would exhibit no taste
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for �exibility.)

To see why this approach su¤ers from the in�nite-regress problem, consider prefer-

ences over choice problems with and without deadlines. Why would a decision maker

who displays indecision within a choice problem be able to decide ex ante whether

he wants to have a deadline or not? If indecisiveness is a personality trait, it should

be more-or-less �xed throughout all stages of a dynamic decision problem. Again, it

is hard to think of a concrete choice setting that would give rise to preferences that

anticipate the behavioral e¤ect without being plagued by it themselves.

2.2 Anticipation of Choice E¤ects can Annul Them

Ex-ante anticipation of behavioral e¤ects having to do with bounded rationality can

eliminate these e¤ects altogether, thus rendering preferences over menus incapable of

eliciting them. For instance, consider the case of framing e¤ects. A framing e¤ect is

a type of preference inconsistency, where an �irrelevant�change in the formulation of

the choice problem a¤ects choice. For example, if the alternatives x (y) and x0 (y0)

are logically equivalent and di¤er only in the units of measurement employed in their

description, then a rational decision maker should prefer x to y if and only if he prefers

x0 to y0. When the decision maker violates this consistency requirement, we say that

his behavior is sensitive to framing.2

In reality, framing e¤ects seem to work when the decision maker is not aware that

the e¤ect exists. If two ways of framing an alternative are simultaneously presented

to the decision maker, he is likely to recognize the conceit and the framing e¤ect is

likely to disappear as a result. This is why psychologists use inter-subject experimental

methodology to elicit framing e¤ects. What are the implications of this observation

for preferences over menus of framed alternatives?

First, we need to ask whether the decision maker is frame-sensitive at the stage

of choosing between menus. Assuming that he is immune to framing e¤ects raises

the in�nite-regress criticism we have already discussed. Putting this criticism aside,

suppose that the decision maker faces a choice between the menus fx; yg and fx0; y0g.
Since both ways of framing each alternative are presented to the decision maker at

that choice stage, he can recognize the e¤ect and become immune to it throughout the

decision process. In particular, he will be indi¤erent between the two menus, and so

choices between menus cannot reveal the framing e¤ects.

2Eliaz and Spiegler (2010) and Piccione and Spiegler (2010) analyze market models in which
consumers choose between framed alternatives in a way that exhibits sensitivity to framing. However,
in these models, framing causes preference incompleteness rather than preference reversal.
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In contrast, suppose that the decision maker is vulnerable to framing at the stage

of choosing between menus. Consider how he ranks singleton menus. When he faces a

choice between fxg and fx0g, or between fyg and fy0g, he recognizes the conceit and
becomes indi¤erent. However, when he faces a choice between fxg and fyg, or a choice
between fx0g and fy0g, he falls victim to the framing e¤ect and exhibits a preference

reversal, thereby violating transitivity of the preference relation over menus. Therefore,

a utility function over the set of all menus of framed alternatives cannot capture framing

e¤ects.

To conclude, if we accept the idea that framing e¤ects are annulled by their antic-

ipation, we have to conclude that the preferences-over-menus approach is incapable of

capturing them, whether or not we assume that the decision maker is vulnerable to

framing e¤ects at the stage of choosing between menus.

2.3 Ex-Ante Attitudes are Sometimes Elusive

I have stated repeatedly that ex-ante preferences over choice problems re�ect subse-

quent behavior within the choice problem through the prism of the decision maker�s

anticipation of his future choices. In fact, there is a double prism, because preferences

over choice problem also re�ect the decision maker�s ex-ante attitudes to future choices.

But is it always easy to develop strong intuitions about what these ex-ante attitudes

might be?

Recall the case of indecisiveness. We noted that indecision often causes delayed ac-

tion. Using the preferences-over-choice-problems approach to elicit this e¤ect, we can

examine choice problems with or without deadlines. If the decision maker anticipates

his future indecisiveness, he is unlikely to be indi¤erent to the existence of tight dead-

lines. But would the decision maker prefer choice problems with deadlines or without

them? If we assume that he shares the taste for delay revealed by his behavior within

the choice problem, he should prefer looser deadlines. If, however, he is opposed to

the delay, he should prefer tighter deadlines. I do not have strong intuitions on this

matter. (As already mentioned, my strongest intuition is that the decision maker will

be unable to decide whether or not he wants a tight deadline to be imposed.) The lack

of a strong intuition suggests that we may have picked the wrong domain of choice

objects for eliciting the e¤ects of indecision.
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3 Pro�les of Preferences over Acts

In this section I discuss another modeling framework, which follows the general impulse

of staying as close as possible to a utility maximization model, but gives up on the

quest for a single preference relation over some �Krepsian�domain. Instead, it takes as

primitive a collection of complete and transitive preference relations over the original

domain of choice objects, where each preference relation is indexed by some aspect of

the choice problem.3

In a highly stimulating recent paper, Ahn and Ergin (2010) take up this approach

in the context of decision under uncertainty. In the Ahn-Ergin model, a frame of an

act is a partition of the state space. A �framed act� is a pair (x; r), such that r is a

partition and x is an Anscombe-Aumann act that is measurable with respect to r. The

choice objects in the Ahn-Ergin model are thus framed acts. One could study choices

in this domain that are consistent with maximizing a utility function over it. However,

that would e¤ectively rule out the framing e¤ects Ahn and Ergin are interested in.

Not willing to give up on utility maximization as a modeling tool, Ahn and Ergin

de�ne a pro�le of complete and transitive preference relation over subsets of framed

acts. Speci�cally, for each frame r, they consider a preference relation over all r-

measurable Anscombe-Aumann acts. The framing e¤ect that Ahn and Ergin�s model

highlights is the dependence of the decision maker�s subjective probability of events on

the partitions that are used to frame the various available acts. For example, consider

the way a life insurance policy speci�es payouts in case of a work accident. If the policy

describes every type of accident in great detail, this can lead a consumer who contem-

plates purchasing the policy to assign a higher probability to work accidents than if the

policy does not go into such detail. In Ahn and Ergin�s elegant utility representation,

each preference relation %r is represented by an expected utility functional, where the
utility numbers are independent of r but the subjective probability is a function of r

that captures the framing e¤ect Ahn and Ergin are interested in.

However, even when we know everything about this pro�le of preference relations

and their utility representation, how much do we know about the way they map into

observed choices? In order for us to be able to talk about choice, we must de�ne it

in terms of the preference-pro�le primitive. Ahn and Ergin o¤er the following de�ni-

tion, which is an attractive extension of the usual revealed preference de�nition: when

confronted with the pair of framed acts (x; r) and (y; s), the decision maker chooses

3Kalai, Rubinstein and Spiegler (2002) formalize this type of rationalization and classify choice
functions according to the number of preference relations needed to rationalize them in this manner.
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(x; r) if x �r_s y, where r _ s is the join of the two partitions - namely, their coarsest
re�nement.

For a �xed frame, the Ahn-Ergin model coincides with standard expected utility

maximization. However, as noted above, when we allow the frame to vary, observed

choices are inconsistent with maximization of a utility function de�ned over framed

acts. Binary choice cycles may arise because it is possible that x �r_s y, y �s_t z
and z �t_r x. In particular, this means that we cannot use our de�nition of binary
choices as a basis for consistently determining choices from larger choice sets. In fact,

Ahn and Ergin do not provide a de�nition of choices from arbitrary sets. The natural

extension of their de�nition to larger choice sets is as follows: given a set fxi; rigi=1;:::;n,
the decision maker chooses (xi; ri) over all alternatives if xi �(_k=1;:::;nrk) xj for all j 6= i.
It is now possible to see that violations of the Independence-of-Irrelevant-Alternatives

axiom are consistent with the model. For example, for any given menu of acts, add

an act that is manifestly dominated by all the acts in the original menu yet de�ned in

terms of an extremely �ne partition, and this will change the frame that the decision

maker employs to rank the other acts. The change in frame may reverse the decision

maker�s preference ranking.

Thus, when we translate the preference-pro�le model into observed choices, we see

that: (i) the de�nition of choices in terms of pairs is incomplete and needs to be

extended; and (ii) choice behavior violate fundamental rationality properties. Obvi-

ously, the latter point is not meant as a criticism of the Ahn-Ergin model, because -

as mentioned above - the whole point of modeling framing e¤ects is to account for the

violations of rationality they cause. My point is that the mapping from the preference-

pro�le model to observed choices is opaque. It is not clear which properties of observed

choices characterize the Ahn-Ergin model. The axiomatization of the pro�le of frame-

indexed preferences gives us very few clues about what we are ultimately interested in,

namely observed choices. Maybe it is possible to axiomatize the Ahn-Ergin model in

terms of simple properties of observed choices among framed acts; maybe it is not. We

just don�t know.

This limitation is not special to the Ahn-Ergin model. Any attempt to cast frame-

sensitive behavior in terms of a pro�le of frame-dependent preferences is likely to meet

the same fate: unless the model leads to fully rational choice behavior, it will be hard

to come up with a transparent characterization of the preference-pro�le model in terms

of properties of observed choice. Again, we see that insisting on using the language of

utility maximization to model choice behavior that departs from narrow speci�cations

of rationality can take the choice phenomenon of interest out of focus.
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4 Reversing the Priorities

I have critically assessed a popular decision-theoretic methodology that is based on two

principles: �rst, a search for a domain of choice objects that is most e¤ective in eliciting

a psychological force of interest; and second, an insistence on utility maximization as

a modeling device. But what happens when the two principles are in con�ict - i.e.,

when choices in the most �natural�domain are inconsistent with utility maximization

(because revealed preference are incomplete or inconsistent)? My impression is that

many decision theorists in the literature that followed Gul and Pesendorfer (2001) have

tended to prioritize the two principles such that utility maximization is retained at all

costs, even if this means tampering with the domain of choice objects.

An alternative approach, which I would like to advocate here, is to reverse these

priorities, and insist on analyzing observed choices in a �natural�domain that appears

most strongly connected with the psychological phenomenon of interest, or most rel-

evant for economic applications - even if this means sacri�cing utility maximization

as a modeling tool. This approach is �Krepsian� in the sense that it takes choices

as primitive, and it allows us to expand the notion of a choice problem beyond the

mere set of feasible alternatives, to incorporate things like the framing of alternatives,

default options, the order in which alternatives are presented to the decision maker,

and so forth.4 Choice functions are de�ned over such an extended domain, and the

main task is - as usual in decision theory - to connect properties of this function to

decision models that involve unobserved mental entities. The crucial di¤erence is that

the decision model is not necessarily a utility maximization model.

This path has been taken by Ok and Masatlioglu (2005) and Ortoleva (2010) in

the case of choices that display status-quo bias (Ortoleva�s paper explicitly addresses

choice under Knightian uncertainty), Rubinstein and Salant (2006,2008) in the case of

choices that may depend on the order in which alternatives are presented and other

types of frames, and Mariotti and Manzini (2007) and de Clippel and Eliaz (2009) in

the case of choices that result from some procedure for aggregating multiple preference

criteria - to name a few examples.

Models in this extended choice-theoretic tradition cannot be justi�ed on normative

grounds, because they do not lead to a conventional utility representation theorem.

Therefore, they only admit descriptive interpretations. This does not mean that these

models preclude the elicitation of a notion of welfare from choice data. However, one

4Rubinstein (2008) also proposes adding non-choice observable data as the output of such an
extended choice function.
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needs to modify the conventional de�nition of revealed preferences and make �iden-

tifying assumptions� to this end. For example, Masatlioglu, Nakajima and Ozbay

(2009) explore the elicitation of welfare rankings when the decision maker has lim-

ited attention, Rubinstein and Salant (2010) discuss this question when the decision

maker is prone to small decision errors, while Bernheim and Rangel (2009) explore the

limitations of non-paternalistic welfare analysis when decision makers make mistakes.

Because of this departure from conventional revealed preference methodology, I expect

this to be among the interesting and controversial directions in decision theory in the

foreseeable future.
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